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GM Not Long Enough was suffering such a severe case of brown
bottle blues that RA Wilma had to assume the task of forming up
our circle before heading out and for the circle afterwards.

However, being a  true yank needing a win, NLE did do most of
the run, albeit at Fungus' pace, before peeling off on the 2nd blue
shortcut to win the walk coming in 1st!  Stick with brownies GM!

Run Offenses got Manneken Pis in for somehow not being able to 
remember the pink paper needed for the horn for the 4th week in a 
row.  How many jobs does the runmaster have before the run?, easy,
one, and he keeps screwing it up.  On top of this MP gave the pink 
paper, again supplied by Fungus, to Vegerector, a visiting hasher 
from Dhaka, who'd never been here and had no idea what the pink 
paper & horn were for.  On top of this MP had Vegerector 
demonstrate the sound for checking incorrectly at 2 blasts, not 3!!  

Perhaps this is a new hormonal phase of MP's life as he was wearing a skirt and looking 
so good in it that Tits For Brains came in dressed like MP before doing a bit of shy-Thai 
swooning beside him.  Yup, there was some head shaking that this could be the new MP. 
He actually got Bunneken Pis in blaming her for forgetting his pants and the red paper.

http://phuket-hhh.com/


So in the Pis family (Bunneken & Manneken) who really wears the pants?

Earned Run Shirts were awarded to Ultimate Fucking Cunt receiving his 50-Run shirt, 
kindly put on by Twice Nightly (welcome back) and Bunneken Pis.  Birthless Boatie 
was called in and recognized for this being his 50th run, but since we haven't seen him in 
years no shirt was waiting.  Our registrar Invisible Man explained we don't hold shirts 
that take 93 years to earn!  Eagle-eyed Top Off spotted Birthless Boatie using a Tinmen 
towel TO gave out years ago, known as the famous pink towel no one would use.

Today's stewarding was done by Fungus in place of Repressed One who'd just canceled. 
Fungus brought in JC & Paper recalling the story of their visit years ago to the alligator 
farm in Phuket town where they'd crowded with other tourists aboard a raft pulled into 
the middle of the pond, alligators jaws snapping all around.  The tour guide jokingly said
into his mic “anyone jumping in and swimming to shore would get a million THB”.  
Suddenly there was a splash and JC was seen churning water hard headed for shore 
chased by snapping jaws and teeth, he barely made it.  Wow, the guide screamed, no one
had ever dared jump in before.  From shore JC yelled he didn't jump, he was pushed!!

Our virgins were iced, FOYC sung to departers and the returners all 
welcomed back.  Runmaster MP dug himself out of a bit of a pit by
crediting Fungus' birthday run and transferring the Hash Shit to
Rampant Rabbit for his not even staying for the circle, accepted by
stand-in Scammer, allowing Good Run to be called, which it was!

ON ON, Scribe, Fungus  (more pictures)
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